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Introduction 
Oracle Corporation is an American multinational computer technology corporation, 

headquartered in Redwood City, California. The company primarily specializes in 

developing and marketing database software and technology, cloud engineered systems 

and enterprise software products—particularly its own brands of database management 

systems. In 2011 Oracle was the second-largest software maker by revenue, after 

Microsoft.[4] 

 

The company also develops and builds tools for database development and systems of 

middle-tier software, enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, customer 

relationship management (CRM) software and supply chain management (SCM) 

software. 

 

History 

 
Technology timeline 

 

    1979: offers the first commercial SQL RDBMS 

    1983: offers a VAX-mode database 

    1984: offers the first database with read-consistency 

    1986: offers a client-server DBMS 

    1987: introduces UNIX-based Oracle applications 

    1988: introduces PL/SQL 

    1992: offers full applications implementation methodology 

    1995: offers the first 64-bit RDBMS 

    1996: moves towards an open standards-based, web-enabled architecture 

    1999: offers its first DBMS with XML support 

    2001: becomes the first to complete 3 terabyte TPC-H world record 

    2002: offers the first database to pass 15 industry standard security evaluations 

    2003: introduces what it calls "Enterprise Grid Computing" with Oracle10g 

    2005: releases its first free database, Oracle Database 10g Express Edition (XE) 

    2008: Smart scans in software improve query-response in HP Oracle Database 

Machine / Exadata storage 

    2013: begins use of Oracle 12c which is capable of providing cloud services with 

Oracle Database 

 

 

Products and services 
Oracle designs, manufactures, and sells both software and hardware products, as well as 

offers services complementing them (such as financing, training, consulting, and 

hosting services). Many of the products have been added to Oracle's portfolio through 

acquisitions. 

Software 



 

Oracle's E-delivery service (Oracle Software Delivery Cloud) provides generic 

downloadable Oracle software and documentation. 

Databases 

 

 Oracle Database 

 

        Release 10: In 2004, Oracle Corporation shipped release 10g (g standing for 

"grid") as the then latest version of Oracle Database. (Oracle Application Server 10g 

using Java EE integrated with the server part of that version of the database, making it 

possible to deploy web-technology applications. The application server comprised the 

first middle-tier software designed for grid computing.[citation needed] The 

interrelationship between Oracle 10g and Java allowed developers to set up stored 

procedures written in the Java language, as well as those written in the traditional 

Oracle database programming language, PL/SQL.) 

        Release 11: Release 11g became the current Oracle Database version in 2007. 

Oracle Corporation released Oracle Database 11g Release 2 in September 2009. This 

version was available in four commercial editions—Enterprise Edition, Standard 

Edition, Standard Edition One, and Personal Edition—and in one free edition—the 

Express Edition. The licensing of these editions shows various restrictions and 

obligations that are considered[by whom?] complex.The Enterprise Edition (DB EE), 

the most expensive of the Database Editions, has the fewest restrictions—but 

nevertheless has a complex licensing. Oracle Corporation constrains the is of Standard 

Edition (DB SE) and Standard Edition One (SE1) with more licensing restrictions, in 

accordance with their lower price. 

        Release 12: Release 12c became available on 1 July 2013. 

 

Oracle Corporation has acquired and developed the following additional database 

technologies: 

 

    Berkeley DB, which offers embedded database processing 

    Oracle Rdb, a relational database system running on OpenVMS platforms. Oracle 

acquired Rdb in 1994 from Digital Equipment Corporation. Oracle has since made 

many enhancements to this product and development continues as of 2008. 

    TimesTen, which features in-memory database operations 

    Oracle Essbase, which continues the Hyperion Essbase tradition of multi-dimensional 

database management 

    MySQL, a relational database management system licensed under the GNU General 

Public License, initially developed by MySQL AB 

    Oracle NoSQL Database, a scalable, distributed key-value NoSQL database. 

 

Middleware 

 

Oracle Fusion Middleware 

 

Oracle Fusion Middleware is a family of middleware software products, including (for 

instance) application server, system integration, business process management (BPM), 

user interaction, content management, identity management and business intelligence 

(BI) products. 

Oracle Secure Enterprise Search 

 

Oracle Secure Enterprise Search (SES), Oracle's enterprise-search offering, gives users 



the ability to search for content across multiple locations, including websites, XML 

files, file servers, content management systems, enterprise resource planning systems, 

customer relationship management systems, business intelligence systems, and 

databases. 

Oracle Beehive 

Main article: Oracle Beehive 

 

Released in 2008, the Oracle Beehive collaboration software provides team workspaces 

(including wikis, team calendaring and file sharing), email, calendar, instant messaging, 

and conferencing on a single platform. Customers can use Beehive as licensed software 

or as software as a service ("SaaS"). 

Applications 

 

Oracle also sells a suite of business applications. The Oracle E-Business Suite includes 

software to perform various enterprise functions related to (for instance) financials, 

manufacturing, customer relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning 

(ERP) and human resource management. The Oracle Retail Suite covers the retail-

industry vertical, providing merchandise management, price management, invoice 

matching, allocations, store operations management, warehouse management, demand 

forecasting, merchandise financial planning, assortment planning and category 

management.[citation needed] Users can access these facilities through a browser 

interface over the Internet or via a corporate intranet. 

 

Following a number of acquisitions beginning in 2003, especially in the area of 

applications, Oracle Corporation as of 2008 maintains a number of product lines: 

 

Oracle Fusion Applications 

 

Oracle Fusion Applications 

 

    Oracle Social Engagement and Monitoring (SEM) System – Oracle has developed a 

Social Engagement and Monitoring Cloud service that allows businesses to capture 

relevant brand conversation from global web and social channels to understand 

commentary on their products. The Social Engagement and Monitoring cloud provides 

the most effective and efficient responses across social and customer experience 

channels. SEM is able to route correct responses to the right team, member, or 

customer-experience channel to ensure the best customer service. The analysis helps 

vendors to understand what is important to customers. It identifies trends, spikes, and 

anomalies to make real-time course corrections. It also can identify brand advocates. 

The SEM cloud identifies customer intention and interests by analyzing the common 

ways customers talk about a product or a service. 

 

 Oracle E-Business Suite 

 

PeopleSoft Enterprise 

    Siebel 

    JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 

    JD Edwards World 

    Merchandise Operations Management (Formerly Retek) 

    Planning & Optimisation 

    Store Operations (Formerly 360Commerce) 

 



Development of applications commonly takes place in Java (using Oracle JDeveloper) 

or through PL/SQL (using, for example, Oracle Forms and Oracle 

Reports/BIPublisher).[citation needed] Oracle Corporation has started[citation needed] a 

drive toward "wizard"-driven environments with a view to enabling non-programmers 

to produce simple data-driven applications. 

Third-party applications 

 

Oracle Corporation works with "Oracle Certified Partners" to enhance its overall 

product marketing. The variety of applications from third-party vendors includes 

database applications for archiving, splitting and control, ERP and CRM systems, as 

well as more niche and focused products providing a range of commercial functions in 

areas like human resources, financial control and governance, risk management, and 

compliance (GRC). Vendors include Hewlett-Packard, UC4 Software[citation needed] 

and Knoa Software. 

 

Enterprise management 

 

Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) provides web-based monitoring and management 

tools for Oracle products (and for some third-party software), including database 

management, middleware management, application management, hardware and 

virtualization management and cloud management. 

 

The Primavera products of Oracle's Primavera Global Business Unit (PGBU) consist of 

project-management software.[24] 

 

ORAchk (formerly RACchk) examines software in the Oracle software stack and 

reports on issues. 

Development software 

 

Oracle Corporation's tools for developing applications include (amongst others): 

 

    Oracle Designer - a CASE tool which integrates with Oracle Developer Suite 

    Oracle Developer – which consists of Oracle Forms, Oracle Discoverer and Oracle 

Reports 

    Oracle JDeveloper, a freeware IDE 

    NetBeans, a Java-based software-development platform 

    Oracle Application Express – also known as APEX 

    Oracle SQL Developer, an integrated development environment for working with 

SQL-based databases 

    Oracle SQL*Plus Worksheet, a component of Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) 

    OEPE, Oracle Enterprise Pack for Eclipse 

 

Many external and third-party tools make the Oracle database administrator's tasks 

easier.[citation needed] 

 

Operating systems 

 

Oracle Corporation develops and supports two operating systems: Oracle Solaris and 

Oracle Linux. 

 

 

 



 

List of  Oracle BI Applications (OBIA) 
 

Overview 

 

•  Oracle BI Applications provides customers with a pre-built set of Business 

Intelligence 

applications based on Oracle BI 11g 

•  Fully extensible/customisable 

•  Covers a variety of business areas such as Sales, Service, Financials, Procurement and 

Spend, 

Student Information and Operational Planning 

• Typical data sources are: 

 • Oracle EBS  

 • Oracle PeopleSoft 

 • Oracle Siebel CRM 

 • Oracle JD Edwards 

 • SAP 

 

 

 

 

                            
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

High level architecture 

 

 
 

 

SUCCESS STORY -1  

 

Problems reporting against OLTP 
 

• Real-time Service Analytics was reporting direct against OLP 

 

• When the system first went live, everything was good 

 

• But before long, the size and complexity of the system and its reports had increased 

significantly: 

 • 450 reports  

 • >30K database queries per day 

 • Outer-joining up to 14 tables in each query 

 • Data volumes grew from 1 million SRs to 8 million Srs 

• The system was soon at a breaking point 

 

• OLTP are tuned to support lots of small transactions 

 

• BI performance suffers because the data structures are not designed to support larger 

analytical queries: 

 • Typically most joins have to be ―outer-joins‖ (much slower compared to inner-joins) 

 • Large numbers of tables involved in each query 

 • Table joins are often sub-optimal(e.g. compound keys, character columns) 

 • You are looking for a small subset of data mixed in with everything else 

• How do you tune the OLTP analytical queries? 

 • More indexes? 

   • OLTPs already have 10,000s of indexes 



 • Modify data structures? 

  • Not supported 

 • Refuse or Simplify Business Requirements? 

  • Not acceptable 

 • Buy more hardware? 

  • Expensive short-term solution 

 

 

 

Buying Hardware is not a Long-Term Solution 

• Upgrading from one ―Enterprise‖ Server to another does not provide a long- 

term solution 

• New server had faster CPUs and lots more memory 

• Extra capacity typically meant more concurrent users could be supported – 

individual queries were not much faster 

        

 

                                                                                          

         

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

To summarize, 

 

OLTPs offer little or no scalability for analytical queries 

               

 
 

 

Solution  
 

• A solution was in place that could not cater for future demands – something had to 

change                                                                                         

 •  ―We need real-time reporting with the performance of a data-mart!‖ 

 

• Some analysis was performed 

 • 95% of reports were based on ―Open‖ SRs only 

 • Out of 14+ tables, 60 columns of data were used 

 • The Business users would accept <1 minute as ―Real-Time‖ 

 • At any one time there were only ever 20,000 ―Open‖ Srs 

 

Scalability 

 

 • Whilst the number of ―Closed‖ SRs grew over time, the number of ―Open‖ SRs 

remained constant.If we had a data source that only contained ―Open‖ SRs, then our 

performance would never degrade over time. 100% scalability. 

 



 
 

 

• An ―Operational Data Store‖ (ODS) was implemented 

• Populated using BI Apps ETL engine (every 30-45 seconds) 

• Contained only ―Open‖ SRs – approx. 20K records 

• 60 columns across 14+ OLTP tables all loaded into a single table on the ODS 

 

 
 

 

 

Further problem 
• The ODS delivered a fantastic result for the 95% of reports which required ―Open‖ SR 

data 

• What about the 5% of reports that needed ―Closed‖ SR data? 

• For example: 

• What is my ―Average Time to Closure‖ for Today? 

• This metric cannot be obtained from the ODS 

 

The Solution – Oracle BI “Fragmentation” 
• Oracle BI comes with a unique ―Fragmentation‖ feature 

• 95% of reports would obtain ―Open‖ data from ODS 

• 5% of reports would obtain ―Closed‖ data from OLTP 

• All seamless / transparent: End User sees everything as a ―single‖ data source 

 



 
 

 

To Summarize, 

 

Implementing an ODS delivered the following benefits: 

• Reports consistently delivering instant response times < 0.01s 

• Long-term performance and scalability 

• Future growth catered for 

• Improved levels of user satisfaction and adoption 

• Significant load taken off OLTP 

• Not a single report had to be modified (Oracle BI ―Subject Areas‖ remained 

unchanged) 

 

SUCCESSS STORY – 2 
 

The Business Problem 

 
• Towards the end of the financial year, the employee compensation for the next year 

has to be calculated   

• Complex process – massive payroll budget 

• Several key issues with existing system: 

 • 350 columns of data spread over 20+ OLTP tables(requiring outer-joins) 

 • Due to performance reasons, reporting extract could be, performed only once per day 

 • Daily reporting for such a massive budget was inadequate 

 • No ―what-if‖ capabilities 

 • Manual effort required to produce daily reports   

 • Complex security model caused further performance impact 

 

Analysis of Problem 

 
• Lessons learnt from 1 st success story! 

• Whilst the Employee history in PeopleSoft grows over time, to analyse current payroll 

data you only need to see the latest ―current‖ view of each employee 

• One record per employee – only 18,000 records! 

 

 



 
 

 

 

The Solution 

 
• All data loaded into a single table on ODS 

• Data now available for reporting within 15 seconds (down from 24 hours) 

• 600 custom metrics delivered in 9 weeks 

• Further security tables loaded for data visibility 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Design Considerations 
 

Staging Area 

 

• Even though the ETL is simplified compared to a ―batch‖ ETL, you still need 

to load data via a Staging layer 

• It is too difficult to perform an extract/update/insert/delete all within a single 

ETL mapping 

 

                   
 

 

Change Capture 

• You need to be able to identify records which have changed since last ETL 

cycle 

• ―ETL Status‖ table required to store ―Last ETL Start Date‖ 

• ―Last Update‖ timestamps on OLTP tables to identify records to extract 

• ―Delete Triggers‖ required to identify records deleted since last ETL 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ETL Flow 

 

•  The ETL flow could end up being more complex than expected: 

1. Obtain ―Last ETL Start Date‖ 

2. Extract records changed since last ETL and load into ―Staging‖ area 

3. Insert new records from ―Staging‖ to ―Target‖ 

4. Update existing records from ―Staging‖ to ―Target‖ 

5. Remove records that have been ―deleted‖ on source OLTP 

6. Remove records that are no longer required (e.g. changed from ―Open‖ to ―Closed‖) 

7. Synchronise ―security‖ tables and any other tables 

8. Update ―ETL Status‖ table with latest ETL run details 

9. Delete ETL logs files (which build up rapidly with ETL running every 30 secs) 

 

• The question that arised was which parts have to be done in a single transaction? 

 

Tuning Full Load v/s Incremental Load 

 

• In both customer examples provided in this presentation, 2 versions of the ETL 

routines were required: Extract / Insert / Update / Delete 

• Full Load: Extract / Truncate / Insert 

• Incremental Load: 

• The SQL used to extract data from the source OLTP was different in both sets of 

routines – specific tuning was required to handle bulk/incremental workloads 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

Today’s OBIA Real-Time Architectures 

 

Oracle Exalytics 

 

• TimesTen for Exalytics can be used as an ODS where data is cached ―in-memory‖ for 

optimising real-time / operational reports 

• The TimesTen database can be loaded via various means including: 

 • DAC 

 • Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) 

 • ttImportFromOracle 

 • Custom scripts / application code 

 • Oracle GoldenGate 

 

• Significant new performance features being introduced with TimesTen 12c 

 

                                         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Today’s OBIA Real-Time Architectures Oracle Transactional BI (OTBI) 

 

• Using a new feature called OTBI, Oracle BI 11g is now capable of querying the 

―business 

components‖ of Oracle Fusion Applications 

• The mechanism that allows you to query against the same ―views‖ of data that are 

used to 

populate the screens of the source application 

• The feature works against any java applications developed using Oracle ADF 

(Application 

Development Framework) 

• BUT you are still reporting directly against the source OLTP. The benefit is 

maximised re-use of- 

code, not performance. The feature is mainly used for integrating BI content inside 

Fusion Apps 

 

                         

 

 

                        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Before and After implementing Business Intelligence 
 

In recent years, unprecedented market pressures, increased regulation and 

mobile 

technologies have 

caused turmoil in the insurance industry. New market leaders are able to outpace 

competitors in 

delivering new products, expand and optimize distribution cha 

nnels and ensure channel compliance. 

Adaptability is the key to success. 

Business intelligence can help companies meet this new imperative by making the 

business more 

predictable. Without the right solution in place, insurance carriers lack the data requir 

ed to support 

their most important directives. They resort to a trial and error approach, which 

increases the time it 

takes to move through the cycle of results, analysis, and course correction. 

By adding business intelligence to the mix, managers can make 

decisions based on facts, instead of 

guesswork. They can make smart changes faster and at a lower total cost to the 

business. 

 

 

The articulated benefits of successfully implementing Strategic BI follow. 

1. Quickly Identify and Respond to Business Trends 

 

Whether tracking customer buying habits, inventory turns, or other sales and/or 

operational parameters, any and all of these areas are more readily evaluated and 

employed in the business decision-making process when coherent and consistent BI 

tools are available. 

 

As it turns out, the graphical nature of most BI toolkits consistently and dramatically 

provide for easy access and demand attention to the most useful trends. Indeed, the very 

nature of the BI toolkit gives rise to a dynamic and readily identified representation of 

the most pertinent trend data. 

2. Empowered Staff Using Timely, Meaningful Information and Trend Reports 

 

The dynamic nature of the BI toolkit propagates a more highly informed management 

staff, making more highly informed and empowered decisions. If proper care is taken 

during the design and deployment phase, these valuable decision-making tools will be 

available to all levels of the organization. 

 

Put succinctly, the very nature of strategic BI toolkits will empower managers at all 

levels to focus on only the most timely and critical data. 

3. Easily Create In-Depth Financial, Operations, Customer, and Vendor Reports 

 

One of the most useful inherent characteristics of a strategic BI implementation is the 

purposeful aggregation of company data. Because of this focused compendium of 

functional area information, the generation of meaningful and powerful reporting is 

almost automatic. In those cases where manual and specific report generation is 

required, the presentation of data and simple connectivity to useful tools makes report 



generation simplicity itself. 

 

On-demand reporting has never been so effortless or useful. 

4. Efficiently View, Manipulate, Analyze, and Distribute Reports Using Many Familiar 

Third-Party Tools 

 

Strategic BI systems do not require linkage or association with advanced and expensive 

computer software and hardware systems. Since many organizations do not have at their 

disposal multimillion-dollar budgets, already existing tools such as Microsoft Office, 

Crystal Reports, and other third-party software offerings can be readily employed, in 

most cases paying for the BI implementation itself. 

5. Extract Up-to-the-Minute High-Level Summaries, Account Groupings, or Detail 

Transactions 

 

Because of the inherent, organizational features of any well-executed BI deployment, 

users end up with access to pertinent, focused information exactly suited to their 

specific needs. Additionally, the information available is custom fit to those decisions 

that need to be made and on a most timely basis. 

6. Consolidate Data from Multiple Companies, Divisions, and Databases 

 

Consolidation and aggregation are the dual capstones of BI. They refer to the most 

promising and powerful aspects of BI. 

 

As one of our most valuable customers related, "We were tired of doing our budgeting 

and planning the old way. Before we implemented our BI strategy, our fiscal budget 

took about nine months. We really needed to find other options to address the multiple 

spreadsheets that we had that were not consolidated and not updated. With BI in place, 

we did the first pass on our budget in about seven weeks." 

7. Minimize Manual and Repetitive Work 

 

This becomes especially true of the administrative tasks made necessary in non-BI 

environments due to data disparity and nonaligned data systems. 

 

Once in place, the BI toolkit and the synchronistic nature of the BI environment will 

facilitate a very different orientation to the everyday tasks of data accumulation and 

processing. 

 

Today thousands of businesses in all sizes, in all industries, all around the world are 

implementing and utilizing Strategic Business Intelligence. We are at the beginning, a 

time when the business and technological advances promised by BI are still being 

developed, explored, and enhanced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 
 

• OBIA delivers an architecture which supports both real-time and historical reporting 

• Report directly against the OLTP for a short-term ―quick win‖ 

• An Operational Data Store (ODS) is typically the only option which guarantees long-

term performance and scalability 

• The ―Fragmentation‖ feature of Oracle BI is a differentiator and can be used to great 

effect when combining an ODS with data from another source 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Business Intelligence Software at SYSCO 

         Submitted By :- 

          Prince V Gupta 

          (Roll No :- 519) 

Introduction:  

SYSCO is the largest food distributor in North America. Founded in 1969, it’s headquarter is 

located in 1390 Enclave Parkway, Houston, Texas, U.S. It focuses on distributing food and 

food related products and services to restaurants, health-care, and educational facilities, 

lodging establishment, and other organization.  

At present, the company serves close to 420,000 customers, employs 45,000 employees and 

has over 100 operating companies. 

Sysco is the global leader in selling, marketing and distributing food products to restaurants, 

healthcare and educational facilities, lodging establishments and other customers who prepare 

meals away from home. Its family of products also includes equipment and supplies for the 

foodservice and hospitality industries. The company operates 196 distribution facilities 

serving approximately 425,000 customers. For Fiscal Year 2015 that ended June 27, 2015, 

the company generated sales of more than $48 billion. 

Bill DeLaney assumed the role of President and CEO for the corporation in 2010, having 

become CEO and a member of Sysco’s Board of Directors in 2009. He began his Sysco 

career in 1987 as Assistant Treasurer at Sysco’s corporate headquarters in Houston. 

 

Area of service: USA and Canada 



 

 

 

Sysco has a decentralize business over 100 operating companies. In early 2003, it contained 

83 Regional companies as broad line companies with geographical expansion from single 

cities to multiple state (approximately 75% of total sales) and 62 Specialty companies were 

acquired focus on food categories such as Asian food service, hotels, and chain restaurants. 

Each company had its own profit and loss statements then combined to create companywide 

financials. 

 

 



Following are the Annual Income Statements from 2001-2003. 

 

 

Major Issues and Problems:  

The operating companies had dissimilar hardware and software platforms. Even when two 

companies had same applications, they configured them differently. This led to a lot of 

confusion and data about the same customer was stored differently by the different 

organisations. There was no guarantee that they have same information to deal with the same 

customers. Part numbers, customer identifications, order statuses, and other information also 

were not consistent across all parts of the corporation. Due to this the company could not get 

aggregated daily sales report quickly by the company processes and it became difficult to 

monitor and compare performance. 

Solution that led to failure:   

1) Information technology  

 

In early 1990s, IT infrastructure which had highly decentralized organization structure 

was adopted. But no two operating system have same application were configured and 

loaded with same information. Also there was no guarantee that they have same 

information to deal with the same customers. 

 

2) Enterprise Resource Planning System  

In 1993, The Company was not able to get aggregated daily sales report quickly by 

the processes company was following. The conclusion was more standardized IT is 



the way to solve the problems. Considering that ERP system was developed to 

handling basic operation processes in taking order, delivering goods and maintain 

general ledger. They were implemented in broad lines companies in Houston. 

 

 

 

3) Data Warehouse 

 

In 2002, the large database system was adopted that served as single repository to operation 

and financial data generated by operating companies. 

Following are the Data Warehouse structures:  

  

 

 

Dimensional Data Model (Star Schema) 

 

• More difficult to load data (must transform data from the operational databases and 

integrate with external data to represent performance measures and dimensions) 

• Potentially less flexibility and data detail 

• Reduced storage and processing requirements 

• Easy to develop BI applications 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Mirror the Operational Database 

 

• Easy to load data (copy from operational) 

• Maximum flexibility and data content for existing data 

• Massive storage and processing requirements 

• Difficult or impossible to develop BI applications (if dimensions or performance measures 

are not included in operational databases)  

 

 



 

 

Present Unsolved Issues: 

Even with ERP system, each broad line was implemented separately. Customer 

identifications, order statuses, and other important information were still not consistent across 

all parts of corporation. This gave rise to difficulties to monitor and compare performance. 

The company had data warehouse but did not have IT to analyze, monitor and extract 

meaningful information from data warehouse also most of employee were not expertise in 

this skill, most of employees would examine historical information which is less useful for 

predicting the future. Employees in the entire company needed to be better in anticipating the 

critical information. 

Also with data warehouse in place, SYSCO did not have the technical expertise to analyse and 

monitor relevant and meaningful information out of such a voluminous amount of data. This paved 

way for Business Intelligence Software so that it can be implemented to address all the above needs. 

Implementation of Business Intelligence Software : 

BI software led user access to the data that was important to them with less complicated skill, 

and helped them to find useful information in haystack data. BI was linked to a company’s 

data sources so that it can be accessed by IT staff and consultants. Users could concentrate 

only on information they needed and could generate graph, sales report by specific period and 

by name of sales person.  

One of leading vendors of BI systems by Bernard Liautaud in 1990 was consulted for the 

implementation. The main concern was that information was contained in corporate databases 

and there were difficulties in accessing the information. 



 

 

 

Competitive Advantages of Business Intelligence Software for SYSCO: 

1. Ad hoc Querying: ability for user to generate new analysis quickly 

2. Connectors: predefined interfaces with popular databases 

3. The semantic layers: mapping between database elements 

4. Caching: retrieve information from database very quickly 

5. Professional Service: maximize profit with professional over 400 person worldwide 

6. Dashboards – one-screen summary of important information. SYSCO executives and 

frontline employees can use it to take decisions swiftly 

7. Extraction – Data from various sources can be combined to give a holistic picture. This can 

be highly useful to SYSCO to retrieve customer information 

8. Data Mining – BI Software can analyze historical data and look for correlations, trends and 

patterns to help SYSCO achieve operational excellence 

9. Predefined Reports – This will save a lot of managerial effort in skimming the data 



10. Ad hoc querying and reporting – BI software can help generate reports and graphs as 

needed 

11. Predictive analytics – It will help executives in forecasting future events and trends to 

chalk out the future strategy 

12. Event Notification – BI software will provide alerts to users based on predefined 

occurrences across all the different companies of SYSCO 

13. Distribution – Executives across different companies can share their dashboards, graphs, 

reports and other analyses. This will help the company in achieving common goals in more 

efficient ways. 

Building the Business Case 

When setting out to build a compelling case for business intelligence, it’s important to 

address two types of metrics: performance metrics and process metrics. Familiar key 

performance indicators (KPIs) measure return on assets, return on equity, gross margin, and 

operating margin. By contrast, key process metrics use balanced scorecards to: 

• Track the introduction of new products 

• Monitor continuous improvement 

• Show cross-functional root cause analysis 

• Analyze forward-looking business data 

Each department needs its own list of expected performance and process benefits, and the 

entire set must align with the corporate strategy. Some sample questions to ask include: 

• How long does it take to create a custom report today? 

• How many questions go unanswered due to the difficulty of getting information? 

• What is the cost of not having quick access to information at every level of the 

organization? 

• How fast can you go to market with a new product today? 

• Where could you use better/faster/more information? 

• Do you know if you are profitable at a policy level? 

• How can you accelerate the go-to-market cycle? 

• Do you know if you are profitable at a policy group level (e.g., male drivers, age 21, who 

drive Mazdas)? 

• Can you save money within your claims workflow if you knew certain information? 



• Would more accurate pricing information make you more competitive? 

 

Keeping all this in mind SYSCO firstly used the software in 1995 for tracking sales by 

customers. Few questions turned up which were supposed to be addressed for successful 

implementation of the software. 

 

Q1: What additional products could the company selling to each customer? 

1. Compare client’s activity for customer in term of size, type, geography, etc. 

2. What customer actually order and create opportunities report 

3. Obstacles in BI software should be removed 

 

Q2: Which of the company current customer are most likely to lose? 

1. Using the software to determine customer ordering pattern over time 

2. Highlight on historical loyal customers was reduce purchasing volume 

** Both of 2 things above indicated that customers had become unhappy with the company 

service. ** 

 

Q3: What will be the biggest obstacles faced by the business intelligence implementation 

as it expands throughout SYSCO? 

The biggest obstacle the BI implantation would face as it expands through SYSCO would be 

the resistance from managers and IT professionals unwilling and unable to use the new tools. 

The strongest resistance would come from the divisions that already have their own business 

intelligence tools in place, because they might not see the advantages (or any other reasons) 

of switching. 

Q4: Why did SYSCO decide to initially address only two questions with its new BI 

software, rather than using it as a more general analysis tool in the operating 

companies? Why did Business Objects recommend this approach? What are its 

strengths and weakness? 

Two questions addressed were: 

1) What additional products could we be selling to each of our customers? 

BI software could help answer this question by comparing a given client’s activity to what 

was typical for a customer of it size, type, geography, and so on.  



2) Which of our current customers are we most likely to lose?  

The Business Objects team recommended that SYSCO address this question by using the 

software to examine customers’ ordering patterns over time, highlighting instances where a 

historically loyal customer was reducing its order volumes, either for all products or for a 

specific category 

Business Objects recommended the two question approach so that operating companies and 

their employees would become comfortable with the software by at first using only a narrow 

and easily comprehensible range of its capabilities. 

Also, these two questions are very important ones for all SYSCO’s companies, and gaining 

some insight on them will demonstrate to users and companies the power of the BI software 

(and hence  a valuable demonstration for Business Objects.)  

 

Q5: Will effective use of BI software ever be a competitive differentiator for SYSCO? 

Wouldn’t it be straightforward for another food service company to also purchase and 

implement similar software? 

Two views of IT’s impact on competitive advantage and positioning: 

1) BI can be considered a possible source of competitive differentiation for SYSCO and, it 

so, whether it is a sustainable one. 

How easy would it be for a competitor to coy this move? 

Could any competitor do it? 

How quickly could they catch up? 

2) BI will become a necessary part of a company’s IT infrastructure, but because it is easy to 

acquire and adopt it will not cause changes in competitive positioning. 

Effective use of BI software could become an extremely useful competitive differentiator for 

SYSCO. Because of their long operating history and industry leadership, they have the 

greatest depth and breadth of data.  

Properly managed in data warehouses, this provides the opportunity to do much more data 

mining than their competitors would be able to do. This leveraging of their market position, 

using data mining, would allow SYSCO to keep strategic advantages that other food service 

companies could not easily match, even using similar software. 

 

Q6: How much software should Day purchase at this time? 

The ‘Middle of the Road’ approach is more balanced in terms of the number of licenses and 

more timely answers to solve business needs and better analyze and monitor customer 

information.  



“Middle of the Road” approach to buy the quantity of software would be SYSCO’s safest 

method. This approach would result in purchasing more licenses and also provide SYSCO the 

customer intelligence.  

Thus taking into consideration the software cost installations and the number of licenses it 

would be beneficial for SYSCO to go with the ‘Middle of the Road’ approach to access more 

timely answers to solve business needs and better analyze and monitor customer information. 

The drawbacks of this approach would be that SYSCO would not get the supply chain 

module and they will have to invest in a few more licenses for the next year which compared 

to ‘Bare Bones’ technique which would result in increased expenses due to higher license 

cost.  

Though implementing the ‘Volume Discount’ approach would be the most economically 

feasible option, since BI hasn’t been used at SYSCO it might not comply with its unique 

business needs. There are many other companies which have implemented BI successfully 

SYSCO could probably follow their footsteps in buying the software.  

SYSCO is in a position to afford the upfront costs of the ‘Middle of the Road’ approach. As 

compared to the ‘Bare Bones’ and ‘Volume Discount’ the ‘Middle of the Road’ approach is 

more balanced in terms of the number of licenses and the type of software provided. 

After addressing all these questions a final presentation to the Directors was made. 

Proposal to make prototypes of the software were presented to Director’s council to obtain 

approval for purchasing software. Directors voted to approve the BI project with Business 

Objective as detail budgeted and timeline; they estimated the budget among $2.5 million and 

$3.5 million. 

Following strategy model was devised. 

 



 

 

 

 

Following Critical Success Factors (CSF) for Business Intelligence were concluded  

1. Focus Your Efforts 

2. Secure Executive Sponsorship 

3. Build a Winning Project Plan 

4. Make it Easy to Data Access 

5. Make it Easy to Analyze Data 

6. Make it Easy to Share Knowledge 

7. Deliver Exceptionally Clean Data 

8. Insist on Zero Client Administration 

9. Implement Bullet-Proof Security 

10. Plan for Growth 

 



 

 

Rolling Out Business Intelligence scenarios :  

 

Scenario 1: “Bare Bones”:   

1. Minimum purchase no. of licenses and software components  

2. Not license new customer intelligence analytical module  

3. Sysco would work with Business Objects consultant instead of calculation in Analytic 

Module  

4. Sysco not need to pay for additional module  

5. Need to buy more license with higher price within 6 months  

Benefits:  

 Minimize upfront investment 

 Learn before adding extra software 

 Minimize time and expense consuming in training  

 



Scenario 2 : “Middle of the Road”  

1. Broader access to the business intelligence. 

2. Purchase additional software license in customer analysis and analytic module  

3. Cover for the next 9-12 months 

4. The company may need to additional license in about a year 

Benefits 

 Moderate investment with lower risk 

 Learn to use functions before decision making in adding highend module 

 

Scenario 3: “Volume Discount”  

1. Gain advantage from volume discount  

2. Cover for next 2 years  

3. Broader view of business data with customer intelligence and analytic module also 

supply chain module 

 

Benefits 

 More discount on license 

 Preparation for expansion in advance 

 Avoid going back to Director’s council for more budget in adding module 

 



 

 

Bare Bones

• Minimum Number of licences

• Perfomance dashboards  licences to 10 people at each of 83 operating 
companies

• 3 people at each operating companies and 5 corporate IT professionals would 
perfrom query analysis

• 1 license at each company for for reporting purposes

• Don't buy Customer Intelligence Analytical Module, develop in-house (Cost 
Saving)

Middle of 
the Road

• 15 dashboard licenses at each  of the operating company

• 1300 basic licenses instead of 1000 in bare bones approach

• Buy Customer Intelligence Analytical Module (Additional Cost)

• Buy additional licesnces in another one year

Volume 
Discount

• Leverage the volume discount that Business Objects is providing

• Buy Customer Intelligence Analytical Module as well as Supply Chain Module ( 
Maximum Cost up front )

• 2000 basic  licenses

• Cost effective in a sense that bulk buying will fetch more discount and firm can 
afford to pay entire cost up front to avail the discount



 

Find the Hidden Sources of ROI 

 

When measuring ROI for business intelligence, many people default to standard financial 

metrics. They weigh revenue enhancements, cost savings, and cost avoidance against hard 

dollar costs such as license fees, server costs, ongoing maintenance, internal labor, and any 

external services. 

Along these lines, managers might ask questions such as: 

• How long will it take to get the BI system into production? 

• How much money will I save by going with a pre-built model versus building one 

internally? 

• Will I be able to maintain the new solution with fewer resources? 

• How much will it cost me to customize the models that are in the market today? 

• What does one solution save me versus another? 

• What is the cost of developing everything in house? 

• How much maintenance cost will I save over my current solution? 

This is a fine place to start, but quantitative measurements will fluctuate wildly depending on 

the project scope, system design, management commitment throughout the project and the 

organization’s ability to handle change. Moreover, these numbers alone cannot tell the whole 

story. 

To form a complete picture, it’s important to factor in the larger business benefits. For 

example, what is the value of higher customer satisfaction, better decision making, or a single 

version of the truth? When companies implement business intelligence properly, they benefit 

from the empirical analysis and increased accountability that comes from better visibility. 

So what exactly should an insurance enterprise measure to calculate the results that business 

intelligence can deliver? 

 

Before and After Business Intelligence: 

In recent years, unprecedented market pressures, increased regulation and mobile 

technologies have caused turmoil in the insurance industry. New market leaders are able to 

outpace competitors in delivering new products, expand and optimize distribution channels 

and ensure channel compliance. Adaptability is the key to success. Business intelligence can 

help companies meet this new imperative by making the business more predictable. Without 



the right solution in place, insurance carriers lack the data required to support their most 

important directives. They resort to a trial and error approach, which increases the time it 

takes to move through the cycle of results, analysis, and course correction. By adding 

business intelligence to the mix, managers can make decisions based on facts, instead of 

guesswork. They can make smart changes faster and at a lower total cost to the business. 

The benefits of successfully implementing Strategic BI follow. 

1. Quickly Identify and Respond to Business Trends 

Whether tracking customer buying habits, inventory turns, or other sales and/or operational 

parameters, any and all of these areas are more readily evaluated and employed in the 

business decision-making process when coherent and consistent BI tools are available. 

As it turns out, the graphical nature of most BI toolkits consistently and dramatically provide 

for easy access and demand attention to the most useful trends. Indeed, the very nature of the 

BI toolkit gives rise to a dynamic and readily identified representation of the most pertinent 

trend data. 

2. Empowered Staff Using Timely, Meaningful Information and Trend Reports 

The dynamic nature of the BI toolkit propagates a more highly informed management staff, 

making more highly informed and empowered decisions. If proper care is taken during the 

design and deployment phase, these valuable decision-making tools will be available to all 

levels of the organization. 

Put succinctly, the very nature of strategic BI toolkits will empower managers at all levels to 

focus on only the most timely and critical data. 

3. Easily Create In-Depth Financial, Operations, Customer, and Vendor Reports. One of the 

most useful inherent characteristics of a strategic BI implementation is the purposeful 

aggregation of company data. Because of this focused compendium of functional area 

information, the generation of meaningful and powerful reporting is almost automatic. In 

those cases where manual and specific report generation is required, the presentation of data 

and simple connectivity to useful tools makes report generation simplicity itself.On-demand 

reporting has never been so effortless or useful. 

4. Efficiently View, Manipulate, Analyze, and Distribute Reports Using Many Familiar 

Third-Party Tools 

Strategic BI systems do not require linkage or association with advanced and expensive 

computer software and hardware systems. Since many organizations do not have at their 

disposal multimillion-dollar budgets, already existing tools such as Microsoft Office, Crystal 

Reports, and other third-party software offerings can be readily employed, in most cases 

paying for the BI implementation itself. 

5. Extract Up-to-the-Minute High-Level Summaries, Account Groupings, or Detail 

Transactions 



Because of the inherent, organizational features of any well-executed BI deployment, users 

end up with access to pertinent, focused information exactly suited to their specific needs. 

Additionally, the information available is custom fit to those decisions that need to be made 

and on a most timely basis. 

6. Consolidate Data from Multiple Companies, Divisions, and Databases 

Consolidation and aggregation are the dual capstones of BI. They refer to the most promising 

and powerful aspects of BI. 

As one of our most valuable customers related, "We were tired of doing our budgeting and 

planning the old way. Before we implemented our BI strategy, our fiscal budget took about 

nine months. We really needed to find other options to address the multiple spreadsheets that 

we had that were not consolidated and not updated. With BI in place, we did the first pass on 

our budget in about seven weeks." 

7. Minimize Manual and Repetitive Work 

This becomes especially true of the administrative tasks made necessary in non-BI 

environments due to data disparity and nonaligned data systems. 

Once in place, the BI toolkit and the synchronistic nature of the BI environment will facilitate 

a very different orientation to the everyday tasks of data accumulation and processing. 

Today thousands of businesses in all sizes, in all industries, all around the world are 

implementing and utilizing Strategic Business Intelligence. We are at the beginning, a time 

when the business and technological advances promised by BI are still being developed, 

explored, and enhanced. 

 

 

Sales comparison for SYSCO before BI implementation in 2003 and after BI implementation 

in 2009. 

 

 



Comments: 

1. SYSCO should go for Middle of the Road approach as it can generate better return on 

investments over an relatively smaller expense. 

2. Customer Intelligence Analytical Module will prove to be useful in finding customer behavior 

patterns and selling products according to customer needs. It will also provide strategic 

information on the customers that we are likely to lose to our competitors. This can help in 

customer retention. 

3. 15 Performance dashboard licenses can be used to summarize relevant business information 

at an operating company level.  At each company, employees as well as executives will be 

able to view the performance data based on various parameters in an graphical and interactive 

way.  It will lead to effective monitoring of their areas of responsibility. 

4. As Business Objects implementation has not been done before in the firm, this approach will 

give the firm an opportunity to find the effectiveness of BI initiative in improving the overall 

performance of the firm, before it buys more licenses. 

5. Sysco has already built a decentralized IT infrastructure and has the data warehouse in place. 

Business Object licenses will help it analyze the huge data in warehouse for better decision 

making. 

6. Sysco should leverage Business objects and build an expertise in predictive analysis. 

 

Conclusion: 

Rapid access to business intelligence is essential to compete and thrive in today’s insurance 

industry. Traditional ways of calculating ROI do not tell the whole story of the value that a 

business intelligence solution can bring to the enterprise. Managers must consider hard and 

soft metrics and understand that it takes time for the full benefits to accrue. Companies that 

consider a broader range of returns will have a more accurate picture of expected results and 

a strong business case to present to their stakeholders. 


